
How   to   Handle   Zoom   Bombers  

Introduction  
A   “Zoom   Bomber”   is   a   term   for   someone   who   joins   a   Zoom   session   with   the   intent   to   disrupt   the  
meeting   in   some   manner.   This   is   often   done   through   the   use   of   vulgar   language   or   images   being  
shown.   Though   being   bombed   is   relatively   rare,   it   can   be   very   upsetting.   This   is   a   quick   guide  
on   how   to   minimize   these   issues   and   what   to   do   if   it   happens.   An   assumption   is   made   that   you  
have   used   Zoom   to   host   a   meeting,   so   are   somewhat   familiar   with   it.  

Default   Zoom   Config  
The   bulk   of   Zoom   Bombing   can   be   prevented   by   having   a   more   secure   default   configuration   for  
meetings.   Any   UUFRC   Zoom   accounts   controlled   by   the   Office   will   have   the   suggested   default  
configuration.   If   you   are   using   your   own   Zoom   account,   it   should   have   the   following   config   to  
help   protect   against   unwanted   intrusion.   All   settings   can   be   reached   via   the   settings   area   after  
logging   in   to   Zoom.us,   as   shown:  
 

 
 



Require   a   Password  

 
A   password   will   be   needed   to   enter   the   meeting.   It   can   be   embedded   in   the   URL   for   the   meeting  
if   you’d   like   to   make   it   easier   for   attendees   to   join.  
 

Enable   Waiting   Room  

 
A   waiting   room   will   be   created   for   the   meeting.   People   joining   the   meeting   will   be   placed   in   the  
waiting   room   first.   The   host   or   co-host   can   then   allow   them   into   the   meeting,   once   they   are  
recognized.  

Disable   Join   Before   Host  

 
 
This   setting   means   only   the   host   can   start   the   meeting.  



Set   Screen   Sharing   to   Host   Only  

 
 
Only   the   host   can   share   the   screen.  

Turn   Off   Whiteboard  

 
 
The   Whiteboard   is   a   shared   panel   that   participants   can   draw   on.   It   should   only   be   enabled   if  
there   is   a   reason   to   do   so.  

In-meeting   config  
Once   the   meeting   is   up   and   running,   there   are   various   controls   available   to   the   host.   You   should  
get   familiar   with   the   control   bar   that   appears   on   the   bottom   of   the   Zoom   window   when   you   hover  
your   mouse   over   it:  
 

 
 
Clicking   on   the   security   button   will   show   the   below:  
 



 
 
 
The   “Lock   Meeting”   control   can   be   enabled   once   all   participants   have   joined.   It   will   disallow  
other   people   from   joining   the   meeting.   If   the   participants   don’t   need   to   actively   take   part   in   a  
discussion   (such   as   during   a   presentation   or   speech),   then   you   can   uncheck   the   “Unmute  
Themselves”   to   prevent   unwanted   interruptions.   People   can   be   individually   unmuted,   or   simply  
check   the   “Unmute   Themselves”   button   to   allow   discussion   at   the   proper   time.  

What   To   Do   If   It   Happens  
In   the   event   of   an   unwanted   guest   disrupting   a   meeting,   you   can   remove   the   offending   party   by  
selecting   them   in   the   participant   list   and   clicking   on   “Remove”   The   participant   list   can   be  
reached   by   clicking   on   “Participants”   on   the   control   bar.   You   can   hover   over   the   person   you  



would   like   to   remove   and   click   the   “More”   button.   From   there   you   can   select   “Remove”.   See   the  
below   for   an   illustration   of   that.  
 

 
 
After   the   meeting   is   over,   please   send   an   email   to    it@uufrc.org    to   report   the   incident.  

mailto:it@uufrc.org


Larger   Meetings  
For   larger   meetings,   you   may   want   to   consider   assigning   one   of   more   people   the   role   of  
“co-host”.   This   can   be   done   from   the   same   menu   used   to   remove   people.   Just   select   “Make  
Co-Host”.   A   co-host   can   help   manage   participants   (mute/un-mute,   etc),   plus   be   responsible   for  
monitoring   the   participants   to   prevent   issues.  


